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This talk

• Introduce Gaia
• State of the data processing
• A few science examples/the future
• Gaia and Dark Matter
• Gaia and the evolution of the Milky Way
• Gaia and gravitational waves



The scientific revolution: 
look at Nature, not authority

Newton’s  notebook

2nd ed. 1686 
CU Library

Phil Trans
75 213-266

Newton’s reality

He could not imagine ideas 
beyond his “simulation” 



https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/home 

Gaia:    the goddess who created the universe and knowledge

Gaia  is transformational – the first 3-D galaxy
precision distances and motions for 1 billion stars

• Astrometry, photometry, spectroscopy, spectrophotometry,
Teff, log g, Av, [Fe/H], binarity, planets, periods for variables,… 

The heart of Gaia is a large
camera array, 1 giga-pixel, 
sending us a video of the sky for 
10 years.

The imaging data is being  
processed in Cambridge.
1.6trillion images processed now

Launch:             12/2013

Work started:         ~1993
Project approved:  2000
Operations start   7/2014

10 years data
Project end:           2030

Total cost:            960M€

2 telescopes, 1.45 x 0.5 m primary, monolithic SiC optical bench, 0.06arcsec pixels



The IoA Gaia team

+ Edinburgh, Leicester,
MSSL, RAL, Italy, Spain



Gaia’s Milky Way





GAIA: Key Science Objectives
⇒ Origin, Formation and Evolution of the Galaxy 

Structure and kinematics of our Galaxy:
– shape and rotation of  bulge, disk and halo
– internal motions of star forming regions, clusters, etc
– nature of spiral arms and the stellar warp
– space motions of all Galactic satellite systems

Stellar populations:
– physical characteristics of all Galactic components
– initial mass function, binaries, chemical evolution
– star formation histories 

Tests of galaxy formation:
– dynamical determination of dark matter distribution
– reconstruction of merger and accretion history

– data support revolutionary science from solar system to 
cosmology, planets, fundamental physics…



Quantify the history of the growth of structure, chemical and 
dynamical evolution in our local Universe.

76 103     to101 −− ××≈γσ

•in our Galaxy …
–the distance and velocity distributions of all stellar populations
–the spatial and dynamic structure of the disk and halo
–its formation history
–a detailed mapping of the Galactic dark-matter distribution
–a rigorous framework for stellar-structure and evolution theories
–a large-scale survey of extra-solar planets (~70,000 systems)
–a large-scale survey of Solar-system bodies (~250,000)
•… and beyond
–definitive distance standards out to the LMC/SMC
–rapid reaction alerts for supernovae and burst sources (~10,000)
–quasar detection, redshifts, lensing structures (1,000,000)
–fundamental quantities to unprecedented accuracy: e.g. relativistic 
light bending due to gravity: PPN  σγ ~2×10-6  (~2×10-5 present)
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ESA maintains a (conservative) publication list per-mission, based on significant data use
While not a simple ADS search, it is consistent across missions. HST data from STScI.

Since DR2, Gaia has done very well.



How does Gaia work?:   Sky Scanning Principle

Observe sky with 
two telescopes

Precision: 50pico-rad,    human hair at 1000km,   2cm on the moon... 
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Absolute astrometry
One field gives only relative measures model dependency

Two fields break the degeneracy allows absolute measurements.
Combining data at the limits of accuracy is not trivial!

14Single field astrometry
Two field astrometry

Two telescopes at a fixed large angle – from relative to absolute



The value of extra information:

This is the Hipparcos-based
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram

Colour code is proper motion:
Blue=small, red=large.

The Galactic age-velocity relation
is immediately obvious.

Spectra  add elemental
abundances and precise radial
velocity

With 2-3-4 families of elements, 
(and sub-giant ages with Gaia)
this increases dimensionality
and adds statistical weight.

V-I Colour

HIPPARCOS mission 2005

the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
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Stellar distances: Cambridge & Anne Sheepshanks



White dwarfs

Globular clusters

Nearby stars
Very high quality

Gaia DR2



Gaia data are not simple to use
but are worth the effort

• Random errors
• Systematic errors
• Spatially-correlated errors
• Read the data papers!

• Distance is not simply related to parallax
– Usually one needs a model of what you are 

observing, and a Bayesian prior in the probability 
analysis.

– Most tools are on-line in Python via Github
18

Even with Gaia dwarf-giant 
• classification is challenging



Real-world challenges

Each CCD allows several exposure times
to extend dynamic range. To reduce
data transmission star images are cutouts
with 4 different bins. Gaia is really
many different instruments, each of which
must be self-calibrated.  



Calibration improvement DR2 to DR3
EDR3 photometry & astrometry:3-Dec-2020

Much hard work still underway to deconvolve overlapping low-res spectra, and to deconvolve
multiple marginally-resolved sources. Eventually, Gaia will have an all-sky HST-like resolution.



What is coming later: DR3 mid-2022





All the data: TIME DOMAIN
Gaia16aeg



Time Domain: Be stars with Gaia



Gaia16aye - a background star whose light is lensed by the space-time distortion
of a binary – two stars exactly lined up between us and the star.

25000 observations
from >60 telescopes

GaiaAlerts network

A&A 693 A98 2020 



Local dark matter density
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Local dark matter density measures have been consistent since Kuijken & Gilmore 1989.
Did Gaia change all that?

arXiv: 1404.1938
arXiv: 1605.04909

Gaia DR2

EDR3



Figure 2 from The local dark matter density
J I Read 2014 J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 41 063101 doi:10.1088/0954-3899/41/6/063101

Local dark matter density: will Gaia make a difference?

McKee etal 2015Consider “halo” DM and a possible
dissipative thin disk of DM

0.01 Ms/pc3 = 0.38GeV/cc
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Gilmore-Reid – Green points
Juric etal - Red points                  Raw counts    - histogram
Black curves - bayesian reconstruction         Red curve – double exponential GR fit

Local Dark Matter density derives from the vertical pressure gradient



External perturbers: Sgr? Or??



Widmark et all arXiv:2105:14030. Non-equilibrium dynamical modelling



31Nissen etal A&A 640 A81 2020

Kepler ages extend dimensionality –
and the challenge

Remarkable similarity of diverse enrichments



Determine ages for RGB
stars using dredge-up,
which depends on stellar
mass, hence age 



The formation of disks: seeing the  time line

Gandhi+Ness
1903.04030

LAMOST data



Halo stars on highly radial orbits
Kinematic evidence for the

early (z~2) merger which
puffed-up the thick disk

Belokurov etal; Helmi etal

DR2:     halo x2





Modelling Gaia PMs in Orphan
Stream gives total mass of LMC –

First ever total galaxy mass

Field of Streams: SDSS stars vs distance



MilkyWay-Sgr-LMC orbits






The astrometric GW sky
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Simulation by Mihailovic, Moore, Gilmore, Lasenby

A passing GW imposes a – low amplitude! – quadrupole distortion on the sky
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A gravitational wave has 6 possible 
polarizations, though GR has two (+, X).
Combined pulsar-astrometry analysis
strengthens pure GR, and tests beyond GR



Gaia Statistics @ 07-June-2021

during this talk Gaia measured     ≈3,000,000 objects
(…including 0.5M spectra, 6M photometry, 25M astrometry points)

Data taking until early 2025 40



Summary

• Gaia data are precise, accurate, getting better
• Calibration improving – will fix Cepheids
• Galaxy evolution mapped – dynamics and     

chemistry and star-ages probes
• Non-equilibrium limits disk DM study
• Outer streams/mergers probe DM better
• Lots more still to come



The people 
behind Gaia



Seeing stellar evolution!





How young stars accumulate their mass. Gaia17bpi - 25th known FU Orionis star. 
First example caught in outburst in optical and IR

The new study shows, with the most detail yet, how material 
moves from the midrange of a disk, around 1 AU from the star, 
to the star itself. 
As the material started to accumulate in the disk, it warmed up, 
giving off infrared light. Then, as this material fell onto the star, 
it heated up even more, giving off visible light, 
which is what Gaia detected.



See star clusters dissolve in the Galactic tide



Modelling Gaia PMs in Sgr
Stream shows 3-galaxy 
dynamical history

Vasiliev, Belokurov, Erkal arXiv:2009.10726

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dy_9GGMIXkU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dy_9GGMIXkU&feature=youtu.be
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